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Grillage walls of concrete for land-
slides, 88
Grit sett paving, 129
Gritting to prevent skidding, 237
" Grouted " or cement bound con-
crete roads, 186
Grouting of sett paving, 129
Guard rails, 266
Gullies, emptying of, frequency, 15
general requirement for efficient, 15
under footpaths, 16
used with duct tube drams, 196
Hairpin curves or bends, 43, 84
" Halt " signs, 254
Haulage, records of journeys, 276
Heaters and dryers, 150
Highways accounts, 277
Hillroads,approachestomamroads587
cattle grids, 89
corrugation on, 226
design speeds, 80
drainage of, 79
drainage at valleys, 79 '
German Autobahn practice, 84
hairpin bends ^n, 84
landslides, 87
paving suitable for, 86
reduction of gradients at bends,
84
route location and aenal surveys,
89
speeds and table of gradients, 82
superelevation    of    dangerous
treatment of gullies for, 79
widening for long gradients, 81
wheelers for long gradients, 86
Houston (Texas) Gulf Freeway, 111
Impact allowance on bridges, 23
relative, of types of tyres, 243
tests (Bureau of Public Boads), 241
for measurement of wear, 234
Increased width for roads and curves,
47
Inflation of tyres, 243,248
International road signs, 257
Inverts, construction of culverts, 26
Iowa, tyre wear and costs investiga-
tion, 248   ,
Islands, circular, elliptical, etc., 103
design of traffic prow, 107, 122
dividing for T junction, 127
for traffic circles, 100
'    width of road around, 101
Joints, design, various types, 126
in concrete paving, 16$
Junctions, methods of channelizing,
125
superelevation of, 72
 Kerbing and channelling, 190
combined, 191
chamfering and dimensions, 192
circular, as transitions, 194
of footways as a guide to traffic, 190
Kerbs, barrier, 192
lip type, 191
submerged, 191
Kmgsway (Holborn), London, subway
suggestion for road traffic, 128
Land Drainage Act, 1930, 20
Landscape treatment of roads, 263
Landslides, S7
Lay-by for parking of vehicles, 271
Lemniscate curve, Bernoulli's tables
for, 46
Light signals, 250
Lighting of highways (see also Street
Lighting), 258
of subways, 214
of traffic circles, 263
Liquid limit (soils), 7
Loading, Ministry of Transport stan-
dard for highway bridges, 23
Loadometer, 247
Loans, for capital road works, 281
Macadam, bituminous, 145
cement bound, 186, 208
corrugation, 227
narrow roads, use of concrete for
widening, 134
roads, concrete channel for widen-
ing, 133
roads, tar-spraying, 135,207
tar, B.S.S., 149
waterbound, 133
McClintoek's prow for traffic islands,
124
" Main Road Stop " signs, 254    *
Mains, gas, water,  electricity  and
telephone   under   footpaths,
213, 215
Maintenance, general, of road surfaces,
footways, etc., 204
Manhole chamber, concrete, 212
covers, 212, 223
shafts, submerged, 213
Manholes for subways, 213
Margins, 205
Measurement for wear, 231
Membrane curing for concrete roads,
176
Micrometer for measurement of wear,
232
Ministry of Transport, standard
loading for Highway Bridges,
23
Mirrors for blind turnings, 48
Maxer, batch, for cement grouting of
roads, 188

